USE CASE

Integrating with Leading
Content Stores
Adlib transformed hundreds of thousands
of documents daily, performed high-volume
conversions in fully automated mode, and
integrated into Microsoft® SharePoint® to
help this banking organization improve
their document processes.
THE CHALLENGE
A diversified investment bank needed to implement an easy-to-use system that

THE INDUSTRY
Banking

THE SYSTEMS

THE DOCUMENTS
REPORTS

into a high-quality, searchable PDF file.

WHAT IS ADVANCED
RENDERING?

They were faced with a number of difficult challenges. This organization needed to:

Advanced Rendering technology takes basic

• Implement a system that is easy to use for knowledge workers

document–to-PDF conversion to a higher

accepts various content types and automatically transforms and combines them

• Find a cost-effective solution
• Have the ability to accept varying file formats and merge them into single PDF
• Integrate with SharePoint

THE RESULT
Enterprises today often need to transform hundreds of thousands of documents daily.
Adlib integrates into the content repositories that leading firms—such as this investment
bank—rely on (including SharePoint), and perform high-volume conversions in fully
automated mode, as demonstrated by the success of this customer’s story.

level by integrating into the most
commonly-used Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) systems and automating
the conversion of content from multiple
sources into more manageable and usable
formats to enhance documents at each of
the 4 stages of the document lifecycle:
capture, manage, archive and deliver.
Adlib PDF Enterprise is the next-generation
of Advanced Rendering technology that is

By using Adlib PDF, this banking organization was able to achieve a number of benefits:

ideal for high-volume environments where

• Reduction of costs with a single, easy-to-use system

accurate, scalable and highly-available

• Implementation of an automated PDF rendering solution that increased accuracy and
eliminated human error
• Introduction of searchable PDF files

document-to-PDF conversion and
transformation services are required across
the enterprise.

• Integration of PDF rendering with SharePoint

Advanced Rendering enabled this investment
banking company to integrate their PDF
rendering software with their existing
document repository.
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